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1. There are 4 Numbers.The average of first

three numbers is 56 and the average of

the last three is 49. If the first number is

48, then the last number is:

4   ,    
 56,     49. 
  48    ?
. 40      . 55       . 39      . 27

 
a  3    = 56 
a (a+b+c)/3 = 56 ------- (1)
a  3    = 49
a (b+c+d)/3 = 49 -------- (2)
a    (1), (2)  
a ((a+b+c)/3) - ((b+c+d)/3)= 56-49
a (a+b+c) - (b+c+d) = 21
a a+b+c - b-c-d = 21
a a-d = 21
a    a = 48
a 48-d = 21
a   d = 48-21 = 27
2. The average temperature for Sunday,

Monday and Tuesday is 37.30C where

as the average temperature for Monday,

Tuesday and Wednesday is 38.70C. if

Sunday's temperture recorded is 400C

find the wednesday's temperature.  

, ,       37.30C 
 , ,       
38.70C     400C  
     .
. 35.30C     . 44.20C       
. 38.50C       . 42.40C

 
a , ,       = 37.30C

(S+M+T)/3 = 37.3 ------- (1)
  

a , ,      = 
(M+T+W)/3 = 38.7 -------- (2)
   (1), (2)  
((M+T+W)/3) - ((S+M+T)/3)= 38.7-37.3
(M+T+W) - (S+M+T) = 4.2
M+T+W - S-M-T = 4.2
W-S = 4.2
W-40 = 4.2
   W = 44.20C

3. A does a work in 10 days and B does the

same work in 15days. In how many days

they together will do the same work?

10   A  , 15   B  
       ?
. 5 days            . 6 days      
. 8 days              . 9 days

a A         10
a B         15
a A      = 1/10
a B      = 1/15
a A+B    

 = (1/10)+(1/15)
= (3+2)/30
= 5/30 = 1/6

A+B           = 6 
Alter:

(10x15)/(10+15) = (10x15)/25
= 6 days

4. A can finish a work in 18 days and B

can do the same work in half the time

taken by A. Then, working together,

what part of the same work they can

finished in a day?

18   A  , B     
  .       
  .
. 1/6     . 1/9     . 2/5      . 2/7

a A         18
a B         9
a A      = 1/18
a B      = 1/9

A+B      = (1/18)+(1/9)
= (1+2)/18
= 3/18 = 1/6

a   1/6    .
5. A can do 1/3 of a work in 5 days and B

can do 2/5 of the work in 10 days. In how

many days both A and B together can do

the work?

A   1/3  5 , B  
2/5  10       . 
         .

a A    1/3      
 5

a A         15
a   B         

= 25
a             

= (15x25)/(15+25)
= (15x25)/40
=       days

6. A man uses train and car to reach his

office. If the travels 10km by car and

the rest of the distance by train, then the

reaches his office in 't' hours. If the

travels exactly opposite (10km by train,

and the rest by car), he reaches the

office in (t+0.5 hours). If the speeds of

train and car are respectively 50 km/hr

and 40km/hr, then how much distance

does he travel to reach his office?

        
10..  ,     
   t   ,   
10 ..  ,    
      t + 0.5  
       50
 40 ../.     
     ?
. 120 ..       . 140..      
. 100 ..       . 80..

 
a  =  /  
a  

Car + Train = t hrs
(10/40) + (x/50) =  t
(50+40x)/200 = t
50+40x = 200t ------- (1)
          = 
Car + Train = t + 1/2
(x/40)+(10/50) = t + 1/2
(5x+40)/200 = t + 1/2
5x+40 = 200t+100
5x-60 = 200t --------- (2)
(1), (2)     
50+4x = 5x -60
x = 110

Total distance 
10+x = 10 + 110

= 120 km 
7. A shopkeeper cheats to the extent of 10%

while buying as well as selling, by using

false weights. His total gain is:

  ,      
 10   .  
 ?
. 10%       . 11%       . 20%       . 21%

 :
a 100x(110/100)x(110/100)-100 = 21%
8. The least number which when divided

by 5, 6, 7 and 8 leaves a remainder 3,

but when divided by 9 leaves no

remainder, is: 

5, 6, 7, 8     3  , 9
      :
. 1677       . 1683       
. 2523           . 3363

 
a   9       

1683
9. The product of two numbers is 4107. If

the H.C.F. of these numbers is 37, then

the greater numbers is:

   4107,   H.C.F. 37 
   ?
. 101     . 107      . 111       . 185

 
a     37x, 37y   
a  
a (37x)(37y) = 4107

xy = 3
(x, y) = (1, 3)
  37y = (37)(3) = 111

10. 21 mango trees, 42 apple trees and 56

orange trees have to be planted in rows

such that each row contains the same

number of trees of one variety only.

Minimum number of rows in which the

trees may be planted is:

21  , 42    56 
     .    
         
?
. 3         . 15           . 17             . 20

     
11.The average age of 36 students in a

group is 14 years. When teacher’s age is

included to it, the average increase by

one. What is the teacher’s age in years?

36      14. 
  ,   1. .
   .?
. 31         . 36        . 51         .  

  
  = 37(15) - 36(14)

= 51
12.The average monthly salary of 20

employees in an organization is Rs.1500.

If the manager’s salary is addd, then the

average salary increases by Rs. 100.

What is the manager’s monthly salary? 

   20      .1500. 
     ,   
.100   .    ?
. .2000      . .2400     
. .3600    . .4800

  
13.The average weight of a class of 24

students is 35kg. If the weight of the

teacher be included, the average rises by

400g. The weight of the teacher is: 

24       35.. 
      400.   ,
 ?
. 45 ..        . 50 .     
. 53 .      . 55 .

  
a   = 25(35+0.4) - 24(35)

= 885-840 = 45 .
14. The average of five number is 7. When

three new numbers are including, the

average of the eight numbers become .5

the average of the three new numbers is?

5   7.  3     
8   8.5     3
  ?
. 9      . 10.5     . 11       . 11.5

  
a   3   = 8(7+1.5) - 5(7)

= 68-35 = 33
a 3    = 33/3 = 11

  
    , 

, 
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